The development of Noncommutative geometry is creating a reworking and new possibilities in physics. This paper identifies some of the commutation and derivation structures that arise in particle and field interactions and fundamental symmetries. The requirements of coexisting structures, and their consistency, produce a mathematical framework that underlies a fundamental physics theory.
this be a' correction' to the standard theory. Generally the non commutative structure may not have dimensions of length, but it can have dimensions of whatever dynamical variables are considered; hence it is a general feature. The θ structure as a commutation and derivation will ,along with the connection form , create a generalised derivative operator. For example,
l is a possible generalisation for the curvature tensor. [Ref ] 2.The Non commutative structure The classical phase space for a physical system,is equipped with the Poisson Bracket as well as the noncommutative structure.It leads to a quantisation (first and second), in which the linear ,canonical Bogoliubov transforms of the operators , which preserve commutators, get modified. This works for Bosonic (commutators), as well as Fermionic (anticommutators), and 'q' deformed variables.The requirements of commutation and derivation are, respectively, algebraic and analytic conditions. They act on the geometry of the dynamical variables, that describe the physical system. They are being formulated in the subject of non commutative geometry and its applications to physics. [Ref] The Moyal bracket and the theta form provide the derivation and commutation in the examples considered in this paper.In a finite quantum physical system of Bosonic and Fermionic variables, the Bogoliubov and non commutative geometry properties give rise to an understanding of the supersymmetric transformation. This could have a realisation in nuclear spectra, in condensed matter anyons,and in the quark-gluon particle physics. The comparison is made with the quantum Hall effect system, which is well known. In a Yang -Mills gauge field theory, the gauge symmetry and non commutative geometry together give rise to a reworking of the holonomy and action integrals. The modified classical theory and quantum corrections for gravity may require a comparison with the quantum Riemann geometry of spacetime.
[Ref ]
The Structure of noncommutative θ forms in the theory of dynamical variables interacting with Gauge fields requires that, two functions f, g have a product
The antisymmetric product f * g −g * f defines the θ form. This leads to the commutator defined on the coordinates as [
For example, the θ ij could be L 2 ǫ ij , with a length parameter L, and an antisymmetric ǫ. In the quantum Hall effect the magnetic length L 2 varies inversely as the magnetic field. The representation [x i , p j ] = iδ ij leads to
The presence of both the canonical and the non commutative structure requires , for consistency, that [ 
k L k and the Poisson Bracket structure, (ǫ ij ∂/∂x i ∂/∂p j ) are coexisting with the non commutative theta form structure This requires consistency conditions ,for example , due to the Jacobi identity.It is noted that a derivation and a commutation get together in the Lie algebra of Poisson Brackets, leading to the Heisenberg equations for the quantum theory and the Heisenberg group algebra on the dynamical variables.There are now two commutation and derivation structures operating, due to the noncommutative theta form.
3.The Particle and Gauge Field system In the presence of an interacting gauge field, the dynamical variables could be written with the congugate variables as denoted by c i = (θ −1 ) ij x j +A i and
Including the noncommutative form gives the derivation as: ∇ i f = if * c i − ic i * f and the 'curvature' form of the gauge field as :
The integrand of the action for the noncommutative Yang Mills field is :
In the usual notation the gauge connection form for the gauge group g , with group elements T a and structure constants f 
. Collecting all the terms of the various commutation, derivation structures, and keeping the relevant symmetries of the particle/field system ;the total action integral is written. This leads to the path integral partition function d[x, A]exp(iS ym ) on any manifold M with genus h and Euler number 2 − 2h. The construction with the Connes spectral triple(noncommutative algebra,Hilbert space(f) ,operators( F) on the space ;
and index theorems is made. The presence of the two form θ creates a term in the index of operators , T rθ 2 /96π 2 in addition to −T rF 2 /8π 2 . This is expected to modify the gauge fixing and ghost terms in the action integral. There is a possibility that it would affect regularisation conditions. [Ref ] .
In a model of hadrons in which the Yang -Mills field interacts with quantum dynamical variables of the constituents of the 'bag' model; a length scale exists and a noncommutative θ form could be defined. The gluonic propaga-tors would be regularised, and the quark ,gluon second quantised Fermionic and Bosonic operators would have a non commutative structure and Bogoliubov transforms . Does the 'bag' model length scale give new results about the quark-gluon excitations in a hadron, in a noncommutative non Abelian Yang -Mills QCD. That is still an open question.In the presence,also, of Fermi -Bose exchange operators , the combination of these various structures in the theory ,could yield some interesting physics. The analogy is to the quantum phase space and noncommutative structure introduced in the Abelian electromagnetic field in interaction with fermions (electrons) in a quantum Hall effect type of Hamiltonian. The magnetic length provides a length scale, and interesting physics has developed even in the first quantised version. [Ref ] .
5. Symmetries and Transforms The Fermi-Bose symmetry is introduced : Q|F >= |B > and Q + |B >= |F > with [Q, Q + ] = 1. Then the Witten index is defined for the exchange as dim Ker(Q − Q + ) given by T r((−1)
In the presence of a commuting and anticommuting number system ,generally ab = qba ; the commutator and anticommutator algebra, of the respectively, Bosonic and Fermionic dynamical variable operators can be unified . The developments in quantum groups give the structure of q deformed algebras. The Bogoliubov transforms on the corresponding (a i , a + j ) = δ ij ,are also defined in a common way as α ik a k + β ik a
so as to preserve the algebra of the commutation structure. The conditions are αδ − βγ T = I; αγ + βδ T = 0. There are similar relations for the anticommutator and commutator algebras .
It is this property that permits the Fermi -Bose symmetry to be a starting point for supersymmetry. Similarly on the q deformed commutation, the Bogoliubov like transforms can be defined, that preserve the algebra as automorphisms. aa + + qa + a = 1, bb + + qb + b = 1; αγ + qγα = 0, βδ + qδβ = 0; and αδ + qγβ = 1; βγ + qδα = q.These have to be compatible with the additional θ form structure, and the gauge symmetry.For example
Partition Function Path Integrals of the Physical system
A complete framework should utilise the possible transforms and their consistencies to manifest the symmetries in the particle -field system.In addition to the Yang Mills action there is a generalised quadratic form. The action integrand includes the terms χ + hχ ,where χ is the set of Bosonic/Fermionic or q deformed variables,in phase space of x i and c i canonically congugate variables. h is the quadratic form on this space.The matter field couples to the gauge field ;with N/g i and c i ,or χ in phase space; the vacuum to vaccum amplitude < 0|0 > can be explicitly calculated; subject to the Bogoliubov transform and other conditions. 7.Consistency of the structures ,including Noncommutative Geometry
The first quantised dynamical variables have the classical and quantum phase space correspondence in the Heisenberg , Wigner representation. The noncommutative * product of two functions is a generalisation of the Fourier transform ;
). Composition rules for Wigner functions , Weyl operators:
In the reduced symmetry of the Lie algebra,the Poisson Brackets equal zero for coordinates and momenta among themselves and equal to one for the congugate variables.. The additional noncommutative structure , now introduces non zero commutation among the coordinates as well as the momenta among themselves. This could be seen as the realisation of the canonical and noncommutative structures, that make the interpretation of position like and congugate momentum like variables, indistinguishable .
That is the full nature of the symplectic manifold , modulo non commutative geometry. For classical phase space and its quantum correspondence,besides the Wigner function and Heisenberg group representation, the θ two form gives another realisation of the Weyl group, Moyal bracket representation.This θ could be seen as a two form on the tangent bundle, and its counterpart on the cotangent bundle. It is global, in the sense that it has all orders of derivatives . And it is locally consistent with the invariant symplectic two form; that is the Poisson/ Lie bracket structure of infinitesimal transformations.
8. Fermionic/Bosonic and q deformed system and the Theta structure
The additional θ form noncommutative structure introduces on the physically relevant dynamical variables , a two form which is symmetric for Fermionic and skew symmetric for Bosonic variables . This can be again seen as a special case of a commutation structure in a unified way, by considering both underlying number systems together, and the joint quantisation of commuting and anticommuting variables. Such a two form ,now induces additional conditions on the preservation of the α, β, γ, δ matrices of the general linear canonical transforms of the Bogoliubov type.The more general 'q' deformed algebra is used ; a i a + j + qa + j a i = δ ij , then the full quantum group transforms act on the quantum operators. There will be consistency requirements on the two structures of θ forms and the 'q' deformed one.
As a simple example consider [x 1 , x 2 ] = iθ l2 and x i − > x i + iθǫ ij A j with A i = B/2ǫ ij x j so that the commutator varies as 1/B. The operators with a = B/2(x 1 +ix 2 ) is then the the choice for quantisation. There is a special case of a q deformation as ,exp(ix
, where θ = (hc/2πeB),is a magnetic length parameter. A gauge covariant derivation and commutation, compatible with the θ skew form:
. These are useful variables for Laughlin/Landau analysis in Quantum Hall effect. In a model for quantum geometry the skew form length scale is the Planck length. Area forms constructed from these variables could be compared with those in the quantum Riemann geometry, and with fuzzy geometry on the plane,and sphere. The fundamental 'displacement' variables are: 
The Bogoliubov transforms are defined on these operators, with the consistency conditions.[a i , a
And similarly for the adjoint and the γ.δ case. With the q deformed algebra; these equations remain valid with the multiplier q on the right hand side.Hence all three conditions,namely θ form, q deformed operators and Bogoliubov transforms can be made conditionally compatible. The operators c i , instead of the momenta p i ,which included the gauge field connection; could also be made consistent with these structures. General invariance under this extended symmetry would give rise to the physically permissible theories . The Fermionic/Bosonic particles interacting with Yang-Mills gauge fields is one of the fundamental developments of physics that is revised with the new symmetries and noncommutative geometry structures.
10. Conclusion The theory of particles interacting with fields has generalised to include the noncommutative structures on the dynamical variables. The framework requires consistency among the symplectic/Poisson structures of derivation /commutation and that of the θ form. The quadratic form on the particle phase space and the Bogoliubov like transforms of the operator algebra can be written for commutators and anticommutators and in the q deformed case. This can be made consistent with the noncommutative structure. The gauge field symmetries have a commutation and derivation ,which is also made compatible with the θ form. Action functionals describing the physics of the Fermionic/Bosonic particles interacting with the Yang Mills gauge fields could give a quark-gluon model, with length scale parameter for the new θ form. Although some of the interrelations of the fundamental structures are being discovered ;more work is needed ,both on specific problems of applications and that of formulation from first principles of new physics.
